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Abstract
The assessment of perceived quality based on psychophysiological methods recently gained attraction as it potentially 
overcomes certain flaws of psychophysical approaches. Although studies report promising results, it is not possible to 
arrive at decisive and comparable conclusions that recommend the use of one or another method for a specific application 
or research question. The video quality expert group started a project on psychophysiological quality assessment to study 
these novel approaches and to develop a test plan that enables more systematic research. This test plan comprises of a spe-
cifically designed set of quality annotated video sequences, suggestions for psychophysiological methods to be studied in 
quality assessment, and recommendations for the documentation and publications of test results. The test plan is presented 
in this article.

Keywords Video quality · Psychophysiology · Quality assessment · Subjective tests · Electroencephalography · Video 
quality expert group · VQEG

Introduction

In multimedia systems the quality of the received signal is 
ultimately evaluated by humans. Due to the lack of under-
standing of human perception and general processes under-
lying quality formation, the reliable assessment of perceptual 
quality builds on psychophysical judgment tests in which a 
human observer gives an overt response on the quality of the 
presented signal. Traditionally, subjective quality assessment 
is performed using questionnaires, either open-ended or 
based on psychometric scales, such as n-point Likert scales. 
As valuable as these studies are, they are based on conscious 
responses by the participants and often do not provide suffi-
ciently deep insight into underlying perceptual and cognitive 
processes. Moreover, the explicit task of giving a judgement 
response interferes with natural viewing behavior, and con-
sequently, with natural viewing experience (’Schrödinger’s 
cat of quality assessment’). Psychophysical quality assess-
ment is furthermore restricted to supra-threshold stimuli and 
as such to consciously detectable distortions.

In psychophysical quality assessment, responses of indi-
vidual subjects are condition-wise averaged in order to 
arrive at the mean opinion score (MOS), the de-facto metric 
for the quantification of perceptual quality. Unfortunately, 
responses of categorical scales, such as Likert-scales, should 
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be considered as ordinal data, rather than interval data, for 
which summary statistics such as mean or standard deviation 
are not appropriate representations [45].

As a potential remedy for these flaws of psychophysical 
quality assessment and in order to shed light on the cogni-
tive processes underlying quality formations, researchers 
recently started to study psychophysiological approaches to 
quality assessment [8, 16, 22]. These methods aim at bypass-
ing or complementing overt responses of subjects by the 
measurement of physiological responses that are related to 
perceived quality. Over the last years a lot of progress has 
been made: many psychophysiological correlates of per-
ceived quality have been identified, experimental paradigms 
have been proposed and data analysis methods have been 
studied and results are promising. However, each experi-
mental setup is based on a multitude of design decisions, 
comprising the psychophysiological signal to be studied, the 
device used to record the signal, the way how stimuli are 
presented, the (potentially machine learning-based) methods 
to analyze the data—and the stimuli used itself. Most studies 
presented in the literature vary in all of these design deci-
sions, which makes it almost impossible to arrive at a con-
clusive comparison of different psychophysiological quality 
assessment approaches. At the same time, however, it is not 
widely understood and agreed upon how such experiments 
can and should be performed. There are basically no best 
practice guides and data sets available that allow to perform 
such research effectively and in a reproducible manner.

To study these novel approaches to quality assessment, 
the Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG) started the Psycho-
Physiological Quality Assessment (PsyPhyQA) project. As 
a step forward to more systematic and comparable research, 
PsyPhyQA developed a test plan for the investigation of 
psychophysiological methods for visual quality assessment. 
One of the main contributions of the test plan is a set of dis-
torted and undistorted video sequences that was specifically 
designed to be used in the research of psychophysiological 
quality assessment. This dataset available at https ://www.
cdvl.org/ as PsyPhyQA Video Dataset. With this article we 
follow the current trend towards stronger open science prac-
tices. By revealing details regarding planned experimental 
designs and data analyses and suggesting systematic proce-
dures, transparency and replicability of basic QoE research 
will be increased and should ultimately benefit its practical 
application in the field.

This article presents the work of PsyPhyQA and sum-
marizes the test plan. We invite researchers (also outside 
of VQEG) working on psychophysiological visual quality 
assessment to make use of the test plan, i.e. the proposed test 
sequences and suggested evaluations and analyses. Specifi-
cally, we believe that the field and community can strongly 
benefit from a commonly used dataset to make results of 
experiments more comparable.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. “The 
video quality experts group” section starts with a brief pres-
entation of VQEG and a description of its modus operandi. 
In “State-of-the-art of physiological measurements in qual-
ity assessment” section we present a brief state of the art in 
physiology for quality assessment. In “Data Set of Video 
Sequences” section we describe a data set that is the core 
of the test plan and was specifically designed for psycho-
physiological quality assessment. Psychophysical test proce-
dures that we propose should accompany psychophysiologi-
cal assessment studies at the current state of research are 
described in “Psychophysical tests” section. Physiological 
measurement” section describes experimental parameters 
that VQEG considers to study and sketches the experimen-
tal plans of PsyPhyQA. Experimental and methodological 
aspects and evaluations that should be documented for the 
sake of reproducible and comparable research are summa-
rized in “Documentation of test results” section. Challenges 
and limitations are discussed in Challenges and limitations” 
section and the article is concluded in Conclusion” section.

The video quality experts group

The Video Quality Experts Group [50] was established in 
1997 as a forum of international experts working in the field 
of perceptual video quality. VQEG is an international and 
independent group that is open to all interested organisations 
and individuals and does not require any membership or fees 
(see also [29] and [19]).

A very important tool for VQEG is the VQEG test plan, 
which defines exact procedures for performing scientific val-
idation of subjective test procedures and objective models. 
These test plans describe the scope of the validation pro-
ject, characteristics of source content, the scope and nature 
of video quality degradations, the subjective rating method 
and the subjective test environment and evaluation metrics. 
Importantly, the test plans are worked out and approved by 
consensus in advance amongst VQEG participants usually at 
the face-to-face meetings according to the voting rules [50].

State‑of‑the‑art of physiological 
measurements in quality assessment

Measuring the reaction towards external stimulation directly 
without asking test participants explicitly can be an advan-
tage. Interrupting test participants while experiencing mul-
timedia content can disrupt their level of immersion and 
therefore can influence their quality of experience (QoE). 
Furthermore, converting a subjective opinion onto a scale 
might be a challenge. Using direct measures from the body 
potentially minimizes these issues.

https://www.cdvl.org/
https://www.cdvl.org/
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In the past, electroencephalography (EEG) has been 
shown to be a valid measure of the level of QoE of par-
ticipants in a variety of multimedia contents in laboratory 
environments. In 2D still images [38], video [44], audio [4], 
as well as audiovisual [7] presentations, the P300 wave has 
been shown to be a good indicator of the users’ experience. 
In all three domains, a short stimulus with varying quality 
was presented to the subject. Based on the stimulus presenta-
tion, a so-called event-related potential (ERP) is elicited in 
the users’ brain and can be detected using electroencepha-
lography [40]. ERPs are direct stereotyped electrophysi-
ological responses to a specfic sensory, cognitive or motor 
event [40]. Within the ERP, the P300 wave is considered 
to be representing a measurement of difference between a 
standard and a target stimulus [21]. During the QoE experi-
ment, the standard representation was the undistorted stim-
ulus and the deviant the distorted stimulus. The common 
result of these experiments, using different modalities, is that 
the stronger the degradation was, the larger and earlier the 
P300 amplitude rose to its maximum. The work presented 
in [48] investigated whether there is one specific dimension 
in audio distortions that contributes overproportional to the 
generation of the P300. Due to the stimuli selection, no such 
component could be identified in this study. However, EEG 
not only allows to discern perceived quality from perceived 
intensity level, but also in terms of distinctive quality dimen-
sions, such as ”discontinuity”, ”noisiness” and ”coloration” 
[49]. Also other ERP components are candidates for neural 
markers of perceived quality, e.g., the P1 component for vis-
ual comfort due to vertical disparities in stereoscopic images 
[9]. Different to transient ERPs, steady-state visual evoked 
potentials (SSVEP) [41] are evoked by periodically changing 
visual stimulus. The feasibility of SSVEP for image qual-
ity assessment was shown conceptually in [12, 13]. In [1], 
SSVEP have been used for the neurally informed detection 
of perceived image distortions. In [14] it was shown that 
the prediction of the MOS from a single observer’s SSVEP 
response is statistically indistinguishable the prediction from 
a single observer’s overt rating.

In contrast to seeing how the brain is reacting towards 
an immediate change in quality, it is also possible to ana-
lyze how the brain state is changing when being exposed to 
longer sequences of low-quality multimedia content. Here, 
different sub-frequency bands of the EEG signal are ana-
lyzed. When recording and analyzing an EEG, the recorded 
data can be divided into different subbands. Each of the 
bands is associated with a different mental state. A variety 
of audio-only [3], and audiovisual experiments [6] was con-
ducted in which the quality was varied within the presenta-
tion of the multimedia content. The general conclusion from 
these experiments was that a lower quality leads to a larger 
portion of alpha and delta activity compared to high qual-
ity sequences. An increase in these sub-bands is associated 

with subjects becoming mentally more fatigued, as a higher 
workload is required to follow the presented content [5]. 
Although EEG currently appears to be the psychophysiologi-
cal method that is most widely used in quality assessment, 
also other measurement methods such as near-infrared spec-
troscopy are studied and show promising results [24]. For 
more thorough reviews on this topic we refer the reader to [8, 
16, 22]. In [42] the potential on how to use different assess-
ment methods in the context of immersiveness as a part of 
QoE are discussed.

What can be seen from this brief review is that different 
equipment, different paradigms and different analysis are 
used. The pure fact that these differ is not problematic per 
se. However, a standardized way of reporting is needed in 
order to be able to compare results from different studies. 
It is obvious that recordings from a consumer grade system 
will have a different data quality than those from clinical 
grade systems. Furthermore, although a variety of experi-
ments have been conducted in different laboratories, no sys-
tematic cross-lab validation using physiological measures 
in the domain of QoE has been performed. In the case of 
inter-lab studies not only the different locations of the labo-
ratories would be variable. This will give the opportunity 
to follow the exact same experimental protocol, and report 
systematically about differences in equipment used. Thus, 
investigating the potentially different outcomes would be 
of major interest, as these are not only affected by the gen-
eral experimental design, but also by finer differences in 
the experimental setup, such as the interstimulus distance 
in ERP-based approaches [40], or the stimulation frequency 
in SSVEP-based approaches [15]. Furthermore and most 
crucially, in order to move towards practical applicability 
it is necessary to systematically evaluate to what extent and 
precision psychophysiological assessment methods actually 
work outside isolated and overly well-controlled experimen-
tal setups.

Data set of video sequences

A central aspect of the testplan is a data set of impaired 
videos that was specifically designed to be used for research 
on psychophysiological quality assessment and made pub-
licly available. This section describes the selected source 
reference sequences (SRC), the hypothetical reference cir-
cuit (HRC) considered and the resulting processed video 
sequences (PVS). At the current state of research, the prep-
aration of psychophysiological quality assessment studies 
is often very time consuming and many trials are needed. 
Therefore, the number of SRCs and HRCs, and thus the 
number of resulting PVS, is intentionally restricted. This 
prevents researchers from being forced to select (between 
different studies or laboratories potentially disjoint) subsets 
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from the dataset, but rather to enable them to study psycho-
physiological assessment method on the full dataset. The 
dataset can be downloaded as PsyPhyQA Video Dataset 
from https ://www.cdvl.org/.

Source reference sequences

The target for the test plan is to get 10 s long PVSs, which 
allow for sufficient visual stimulation for analysis. Stimulus 
onset introduces transient neural responses as well as tran-
sient codec behavior and we need some time for the stimulus 
onset related transients to fade away, so the length of the 
SRC sequences has, therefore, been set to 12 s.

Six video sequences of Full-HD (1920 by 1080 pixels) 
resolution, a frame rate of 50 fps, and a duration of 12 s, i.e. 
600 frames, were selected as SRC sequences. All of them are 
cut outs from a 6.5-min-long video produced by the Swed-
ish Television (SVT) [25]. Fairytale, as the film is called, 
was professionally filmed and produced on 65 mm analogue 
film in 50 fps (slow motion up to 100 fps) and then scanned 

frame by frame while color correcting and applying film 
grain noise reduction, to produce the 4K (3840 × 2160 pro-
gressive, 16 bit per color) Master. The 1080p version was 
produced by downsampling the Master using a sinc filter. 
For more details on the production see [25], where image 
examples are showing that there is hardly any film grain 
noise left in the downsampled version. We have therefore 
judged that Fairytale, although a bit old, still is a very good 
source video material. There are 10 s cut outs suggested in 
their original distribution, but since in this test plan 12 s are 
targeted new cut outs with new names have been produced, 
for minimizing confusion with original cut outs.

Table 1 summarizes the selected SRC sequences. Three 
sequences have a large overlap with the original cut outs 
(10 s, 500 frames): PeopleRun overlaps with CrowdRun’s 
frames (starting with frame 7111); CostumRun overlaps 
with PassingBy’s frames (start frame 14131) and Run-
InWoods with PrincessRun (starting with frame 10429). 
Under the constraint of copyright considerations and with 
the goal of a practically sized testset, SRCs were selected 

(a) CityFly (b) CostumesRun (c) CostumesSearching

(d) ManInFountain (e) PeopleRun (f) RunInWoods

Fig. 1  First frames of the video sequences included in the testplan

Table 1  Selected SRC 
sequences and respective values 
of coding difficulty, spatial (SI) 
and temporal (TI) information

 All are cut-outs from SVT Fairytale, with resolution 1920 × 1080 pixels, frame rate 50fps and duration of 
12 s, i.e., 600 frames

Name Start frame Coding difficulty SI [min, max] TI [min, max]

CityFly 3001 Moderate [46.8 54.5] [9.6 15.7]
PeopleRun 7001 Difficult [77.5 96.1] [19.9 33.4]
CostumesSearching 11,161 Difficult [49.0 79.9] [19.0 33.]
CostumesRun 14,001 Easy [29.9 50.5] [11.4 20.2]
ManInFountain 9701 Easy [17.3 49.9] [7.7 15.2]
RunInWoods 10,431 Difficult [87.1 115.1] [16.3 38.1]

https://www.cdvl.org/
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to cover a sufficiently large perceptual space as possible. 
This is quantified in terms of temporal (TI) and spatial 
(SI) information [51] as shown in Table 1. Representative 
frames of the selected SRC sequences are shown in Fig. 1.

Hypothetical reference circuits

In practice, compression is one of the major sources of 
impairments in visual signals. Therefore, and to gener-
ate stimuli with properties that are of practical relevance, 
state-of-the-art video compression was chosen for intro-
ducing distortions and SRCs were encoded with High Effi-
ciency Video Coding (HEVC) [46]. For compression the 
HEVC reference encoder HM-16.0 [35] was used with the 
random access main profile from the JCT-VC common test 
conditions [17] and an intraframe period of 48 frames.

Four target quality levels were defined as (a) perception 
threshold ( MOS ≈ 4.5 ); (b) close below perception thresh-
old ( MOS ≈ 4 ); (c) bad broadcast quality ( MOS ≈ 3 ); and 
(d) severe distortions ( MOS ≈ 2).

To obtain these quality levels, the corresponding SRC-
specific QP values were determined in a pre-study and are 
summarized in Table 2. The quality scores of the resulting 
processed video sequences (PVS) is presented in “Pro-
cessed video sequences” section below.

Processed video sequences

The perceptual quality scores of the processed video 
sequences (PVS) resulting from the SRC sequences 
described in “Source reference sequences” section, 
affected by the HRCs described in “Hypothetical refer-
ence circuits” section, were validated in a psychophysical 
cross-lab study by Fraunhofer HHI, Kingston University 
London, and the University of West Scotland. Subjective 
assessment in all laboratories employed degradation cat-
egory rating (DCR) on a 5-point degradation scale accord-
ing to [32]. Mean opinion scores (MOS) were obtained by 
aggregating individual quality ratings of all observers col-
lected in all three laboratories after screening according to 
[31]. The resulting perceptual qualities are plotted versus 
QPs in Fig. 2; the results for different SRC sequences are 
plotted in different colors, with vertical bars denoting the 
95% confidence interval of the MOS. Perceptual qualities 
per quality level are t-tested to be statistically indistin-
guishable across different SRC sequences with p < 0.05 . 
The quality scores of the obtained PVSs fulfill the desired 
requirements specified in “Hypothetical reference circuits” 
section.

Psychophysical tests

In order to allow for single subject analysis psychophysi-
ological tests should be accompanied by conventional 
behavioral subjective assessment. The part of the behav-
ioral quality assessment should precede the psychophysi-
ological recording in order to avoid tiredness of the sub-
ject while giving overt responses. Every subject should be 
asked to give overt quality ratings in response to the pres-
entation of the PVS. The psychophysical test setup should 
be based on ITU Recommendations BT.500 or P.910 [31, 
32]. The presentation procedure (test method, rating scale) 
is to be documented.

Table 2  SRC-specific set of quantization parameters (QPs) selected 
to obtain the desired quality levels

Source reference sequence Selected QPs

CityFly 25, 34,40, 45
PeopleRun 27, 35, 41, 46
CostumesSearching 26, 36, 43, 49
CostumesRun 27, 35, 41, 46
ManInFountain 22, 30, 37, 43
RunInWoods 25, 34, 40, 46

Fig. 2  Perceptual qualities of 
the PVS in dependence of the 
quantization parameter used for 
encoding. Vertical bars denote 
the 95%-confidence interval
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Physiological measurement

A wide range of physiological measurement methods 
potentially feasible for the assessment of QoE exist [22]. 
As already indicated in “State-of-the-art of physiologi-
cal measurements in quality assessment” section, the 
resulting experimental parameter space is tremendous 
and comprises the psychophysiological signal modality, 
the specific device used for signal recording, the stimu-
lus presentation paradigm, and the specific experimental 
setup. Although the choice of a specific experimental 
designshould depend on the aim of a study, in practice 
laboratories face limitations with regard to the availability 
of recording devices and the experience of the experiment-
ers. Therefore this test plan is not meant to prescribe any 
aspect of the experimental setup, but primarily intends 
to encourage laboratories to make use of the provided 
test material. However, PsyPhyQA decided to focus on 
electroencephalographic approaches in a first step and to 
evaluate ERP- and SSVEP-based assessment (cf. “State-
of-the-art of physiological measurements in quality assess-
ment” section) in cross-laboratory studies in order to gain 
insight into reproducibility and device dependency of 
these methods.

Documentation of test results

Given the variety of psychophysiological signals poten-
tially carrying information about the perceived quality, 
this test plan leaves the choice and design of experimen-
tal setups to the laboratories. However, in order to obtain 
reproducibility and comparability of results, and to allow 
for systematic research, it is crucial that laboratories docu-
ment the setup and data processing, and report results in 
a detailed manner.

Description of the experimental design

The insight that the experimental design has an impact 
on the test results in subjective quality assessment led to 
clear recommendations such as Recs. ITU-R BT.500 [31], 
ITU-T P.910 [32] and ITU-R BT.2022 [30]. These recom-
mendations specify the experimental design for psycho-
physical quality assessment and are widely used by qual-
ity engineers and researchers. They comprise definitions 
of experimental parameters such as the ratio of inactive 
screen luminance to peak luminance (0.02), ratio of back-
ground luminance to picture’s peak luminance ( ≤ 0.15 ), 
ratio of screen only black level luminance to peak white 

luminance ( ≈ 0.01 ), maximum observation angle rela-
tive to the normal ( 30◦ ), background chromaticity of D65 
and low other room illuminations. Besides these global 
aspects, different values of viewing distance are specified 
depending on the resolution of the test material.

While these general recommendations also hold for psy-
chophysiological assessment, to date it is not clear how the 
demographics of test participants (e.g. age, gender, experi-
ence with quality tests), the number of participants, the ses-
sion length, the number of trials per condition or the length 
of the test material affect the test results. About 15–28 par-
ticipants is a range of widely accepted values for the cohort 
size in psychophysical tests [18, 34, 52]. In most psycho-
physiological quality assessment studies experiments were 
conducted with around 10 subjects [4, 7, 44]. The determi-
nation of the optimal (or minimally necessary) number of 
subjects is an open research question and should therefore 
be explicitly reported. One approach is to plan the size using 
a priori statistical power analysis [18], but then good esti-
mate of the variance to be expected in the data needs to be 
established, which could be an outcome of the experiments 
done based on this article. The number of trials (number of 
repetitions) per condition is also, similarly, an open research 
question. According to [33], with frequent breaks a maxi-
mum of 3 h can be spent on rating PVS. This duration is 
subject to research in psychophysiological quality assess-
ment; frequent breaks, however, are strongly recommended. 
The experimental design choice with regard to the duration 
is especially sensitive in studies that are particularly exhaus-
tive, e.g. if it can be expected that fatigue might occur from 
the stimulus material. Subjects should be checked on color 
vision, visual acuity, and language used. As the demography 
of the subjects may have effect on results, the personal infor-
mation with respect to age, gender, education and occupation 
can be obtained from subjects after getting signed consent 
that follows the GDPR directives [47].

For psychophysical quality assessment, video sequence 
durations in the range of 5 to 20 seconds [33] have been rec-
ommended. While this range appears reasonable for study-
ing visual impairments, it might not be feasible if long term 
effects such as fatigue are investigated. Currently it is not 
clear if a psychophysiological response might be influenced, 
e.g., biased by the source content. Source content should 
therefore be chosen spanning a wide range of temporal and 
spatial information and to have neutral impact on the sub-
jects [23]. A precise description of the stimuli utilized is 
thus crucial.

Several test procedures such as absolute category rating 
(ACR) [32] or Degradation Category Rating(DCR) [32] (or 
Double Stimulus ImpairmentScale (DSIS) [31]) have been 
proposed and studied for traditional psychophysical quality 
assessment. For psychophysiological quality assessment the 
distinct properties of different stimulus presentation methods 
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are vastly unknown. While it is well understood that, e.g., 
SSVEP are elicited by a stimulus presentation that is dis-
tinctly different to the stimulus presentation used to elicit 
ERP, the influence of experimental parameters such as the 
interstimulus period is unknown. For a better understand-
ing, test procedures should be rigorously controlled and 
described.

Psychophysiological quality assessment relies, in contrast 
to psychophysical quality assessment, on the use of a device 
for measuring and recording the relevant psychophysiologi-
cal signals. These devices differ in the measured signal, e.g. 
EEG, ECG or EMG, and the quality of the specific device, 
e.g. clinical or consumer grade devices. Thus, for a better 
understanding of the impact of the device quality, the manu-
facturer and model of the used device should be reported. 
Further important signal acquisition-related aspects are the 
recording frame rate and, if applicable, the sensor posi-
tions, reference and ground electrode positions and possible 
re-referencing.

Description of processing of neurophysiological 
data

Although the analysis and processing of neurophysiological 
data such as EEG recordings has been an active research 
field for several years [39], it has not been studied conclu-
sively for applications in quality assessment [16]. The signal 
processing of the recorded neural data has typically several 
aspects; for systematic research, a detailed description is 
crucial.

In a first step the signal is roughly cleaned from drift arti-
facts, line noise, and high frequency artifacts by band-pass 
filtering and potentially downsampled [14, 44]. Filtered data 
is then commonly epoched with regard to a given temporal 
trigger, i.e. the stimulus onset, and simple statistical proper-
ties of the epoched signal, i.e. maximal values [7] or ratio 
of samples exceeding a certain threshold [14] were used as 
simple rejection method for epochs affected by motion arti-
fact. For reproducible research, details of these preprocess-
ing steps should be reported.

Neurophysiological signals are multidimensional time 
series with features that consist of spatial and temporal (and/
or spectral) components [11, 27]. The properties of these 
features depend on the stimulus material (i.e. auditory and 
visual neural processing units have different locations and 
thus different spatial signatures), and the stimulus presenta-
tion (i.e. ERPs, evoked by an isolated, discrete stimulation, 
are commonly described by its temporal properties, whereas 
SSVEPs, evoked by a periodically repeated stimulation, are 
described by its spectral properties). Spatial feature extrac-
tion commonly leads to dimensionality reduction [26]. 
Research in brain–computer interfacing (BCI) shows that the 
selected method for spatial filter extraction has significant 

impact on system performance [11, 26, 27]. In the context 
of neurophysiological quality assessment different spatial 
decomposition techniques such as spatio-spectral decom-
position [14], common spatial filters [1], linear discriminant 
analysis, or pre-selected single channels [4, 7] have been 
used. Temporal features, such as the delay and the magnitude 
of the ERP waveform [4, 7, 44], and spectral features such 
as the amplitudes of elicited SSVEP responses [14], have 
been found to be related to the perceived quality. However, 
for neurophysiological quality assessment, it is not clear yet 
what the advantages and disadvantages of different combi-
nations of spatial decomposition/channel selection methods 
and temporal/spectral features are. A common set of stimu-
lus material helps to answer these questions and researchers 
are strongly encouraged to study different feature extraction 
methods. For a better understanding of psychophysiological 
quality assessment a thorough evaluation of these methods 
is essential and adaptations and enhancements potentially 
required. Thus, detailed descriptions should be reported in 
order to allow for systematic research.

In quality assessment outliers can occur on trial-level 
and on subject-level. For conventional quality assessment 
a heuristic outlier removal method has been prescribed in 
[31]; recently, more sophisticated statistically-motivated 
approaches to outlier detection have been proposed [37]. 
As mentioned earlier in this subsection simple trial-wise 
outlier rejection methods are widely used in neurophysi-
ological quality assessment. However, these methods rely 
on rather simple heuristic assumptions with regard to the 
recorded signal and thus lead to sub-optimal results. From 
BCI it is known that the user’s profile has an impact on sys-
tem performance [2] and the identification of the relation 
between users’ EEG features and performance is ongoing 
research [2, 10, 36, 43]. In the context of quality assessment 
a subject-wise outlier rejection method was proposed based 
on subject-wise estimated spatial activation patterns [14]. 
While for practical psychophysiological quality assessment 
the rejection of outlier subjects is in general already ben-
eficial, a predictor of subjects’ performance a priori to an 
assessment session could greatly reduce costs and time. A 
common framework will allow for a comparative study of 
outlier rejection methods; for this, methods used should be 
described in detail. Feature extraction or regression schemes 
used in neurophysiological quality assessment may rely on 
supervised learning methods that make a cross-validated 
evaluation necessary. For comparative research, the details 
of cross-validation should be reported.

Summary of test results

It is expected that the results are reported in terms of cor-
relation of the physiological measurement with MOS (Pear-
son correlation and Spearman rank) and standard error of 
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the processed psychophysiological signals, used as quality 
predictor.

Laboratories are further encouraged to report correla-
tions between physiological and behavioral responses on 
a subject-basis. This would enable a more detailed analy-
sis and comparison of the data. Based on the study of the 
relationship between physiological measurements and sub-
jects’ opinion scores, prediction models can be derived for 
mapping physiological responses to behavioral responses. 
Laboratories are encouraged to report such models derived 
from the results.

Challenges and limitations

As mentioned earlier, psychophysiological assessment has 
potentially several substantial advantages over traditional 
psychophysical approaches, including overcoming subjec-
tive rating scales and the interpretation thereof, instantane-
ous and implicit responses that do not require an explicit 
rating task, and more direct insights into internal processing 
that might allow for the assessment of pre-concious near-
threshold artifacts in a signal, and a generally reduced influ-
ence of psychological biases.

However, before arriving at reliable practical applica-
tion scenarios of psychophysiological quality assessment, 
a variety of challenges have to be addressed. Many of these 
challenges manifest themselves as variations of challenges 
known from traditional psychophysical quality assessment. 
Although we argue that, in contrast to psychophysical meth-
ods, psychophysiological assessment may provide insight 
into the perceptual and cognitive processes of quality for-
mation, it is important to note that a neurophysiological 
response does not necessarily constitute a precise measure-
ment of a subjective experience. The difficulty to probe this 
hides in the fact that the true experience itself is not avail-
able and any form of ground truth suffers from label noise.

Although providing an objective measurement, psy-
chophysiological assessment is not free from systematic 
inter-subject variances. Screening methods analogous to 
psychophysical tests can help to identify subjects for which 
psychophysiological assessment is not feasible. Signal pro-
cessing methods such as spatial filtering show promising 
results to understand and overcome inter-subject differences. 
On the other hand, this difference might also be understood 
as a marker of individual experience.

As discussed earlier, different types of stimulus presen-
tation can elicit different neural responses. For any practi-
cal application it is important to understandwhich neural 
response, and thus, which stimulus presentation is the most 
appropriate one.

The choice of a device is typically based on a quality-cost 
trade-off under the constraint of limited financial resources. 

Recording a neurophysiological signal is inherently a noisy 
process. To avoid the derivation of erroneous conclusions 
based on the noise rather than on the stimulus related signal it 
is important to understand the quality of the response provided 
by the given measurement device and the impact of the noise 
characteristics on the assessment task.

The quality of the recording device and the strategy of how 
to deal with inter-subject variability are closely connected to 
the question of how many subjects and how many trials are 
necessary in order to arrive at statistically significant results. 
A recommendation regarding these values that holds empiri-
cally is currently not available. In order to avoid fallacies, the 
current lack of knowledge demands statistical and scientific 
rigor, as, in contrast to a priori power analysis, post hoc power 
analysis is fundamentally flawed [28]. Thus, power analysis to 
estimate the sufficient number of trials has to done before the 
actual data is recorded [20].

Addressing, studying and eventually overcoming these 
challenges is a major motivation for proposing the presented 
evaluation framework. However, it is important to acknowl-
edge several important fundamental limitations of psycho-
physiological quality assessment that go beyond the presented 
framework. An obvious limitation and probably one of the 
biggest obstacles towards the usage of physiological assess-
ment is the intrusiveness of physiological measurements and 
the duration of the preparation of the subjects, i.e. by attach-
ing sensors. This renders viewing conditions, as it is also the 
case for traditional assessment, rather unnatural. The resulting 
burden, potentially experienced by subjects might reduce the 
availability of subjects. A thoughtful experimental design, e.g. 
incorporating little detection tasks, and the creation of a com-
fortable and pleasant atmosphere in the lab can mitigate but 
not eliminate these concerns. However, less intrusive future 
technology may bring a solution.

Compared to psychophysical assessment, the experimental 
setup and the data analysis required for psychophysiological 
assessment is very complex. Additional experimental factors 
and aspects render experiments much more error-prone, i.e. 
by improperly attached electrodes or by a lack of accuracy in 
the synchronization between stimulus presentation and data 
recording. Dealing with this increased complexity requires 
highly skilled experimenters.

An inherent problem of psychophysiological signal acqui-
sition is the interference with noise and artifacts arising from 
subjects’ muscle activity and body movement. This is a funda-
mental challenge when interactive multimedia services such as 
(cloud) gaming and virtual or augmented reality are combined 
with psychophysiological methods.
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Conclusion

This paper presented and outlined the VQEG test plan on 
psychophysiological quality assessment. While the main 
purpose of the test plan is to structure and coordinate 
the work within the PsyPhyQA project of VQEG, other 
researchers in the field of psychophysiologicalvideo qual-
ity assessment are invited to use the test plan for general 
guidance of their studies for systematic, reproducible and 
comparable research. The test plan especially contributes 
to the quality research community by providing a video 
dataset that is specifically designed to study psycho-
physiological quality assessment methods. This dataset, 
comprising SRC sequences, PVS, and associated quality 
ratings in terms of MOS, is made publicly available for 
research. This will greatly improve the quantitative compa-
rability of psychophysiological approaches to visual qual-
ity assessment and help to identify specific strengths and 
weaknesses thereof. However, the presented dataset can 
only be a starting point. The considered selection of SRCs 
is limited with regard to its content as it does not capture 
many categories, such as cartoon, screen-recording, hand-
held capturing, artistic, CGI or mixed reality. The same 
holds for higher resolutions, i.e. 4K.

In addition, multimedia signals are not limited to vid-
eos. In parallel to move along the proposed test plan, it 
is important to evaluate physiological quality assessment 
for emerging modalities such as virtual and/or augmented 
reality. These are clearly aspects to be considered for the 
design of future datasets and evaluation frameworks.
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